Management of old forest ecosystems in the Powell River Community Forest.
With the Province of BC’s 2020 public release of a report titled: “A new future of old forests - a strategic review of how BC
manages for old forests within its ancient ecosystems” there has been increased attention about how old growth is being
managed in BC, and to a certain extent our local Powell River forests. In terms of our Powell River Community Forest
Agreement (CFA) area we thought it would useful to provide our community with more background information about old
forests in the CFA and also outline PRCF’s commitments to management of old growth.
No Old Growth stands will be logged in the Powell River CFA
PRCF has not logged any old growth stands since we received our CFA tenure in 2006 and we do not plan to log any old
growth stands going forward. PRCF have worked cooperatively with the Ministry of Forests to delineate draft Old Growth
Management Areas (OGMAs) for our portion of the Haslam Landscape Unit (LU). PRCF is not planning to log any stands (of
any age) within the boundaries of the latest versions of the draft OGMAs in the CFA area.
The Province’s old growth report recommended that; “until a new strategy is implemented, development should be
deferred in old forests where ecosystems are at very high risk of irreversible biodiversity loss”. The Powell River CFA does
not cover any areas of old growth timber at high risk of loss due to harvesting plans, so no development deferrals are
required.
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The Province’s old growth report recommended that; “until a new strategy is implemented,
development should be deferred in old forests where ecosystems are at very high risk of irreversible
biodiversity loss”. The Powell River CFA does not cover any areas of old growth timber at high risk of
loss due to harvesting plans, so no development deferrals are required.
PRCF has a high level of confidence in our information base.
PRCF has invested in a new, CFA specific forest resources inventory, terrestrial ecosystem mapping and
an updated timber supply analysis. A new community watershed assessment procedure (CWAP) was
also undertaken for the Haslam Lake and Lang Creek community watersheds. These reports are available
for public view on our website. We also purchased LIDAR and Ortho-photos for more accurate site
planning. The forests in the Powell River area have
had a long history of logging and major fires, much of
it occurring in the 1920s. Our CFA area today doesn’t
have extensive areas of old growth timber. We do
have some remnant old growth patches and
scattered vets. We intend to capture these old
growth patches in OGMAs if they are not already
under another form of protection, such as Riparian
Reserve Zones (RRZs) or Wildlife Tree Retention
Areas (WTRAs). Under our site plans, if it’s safe to do
so, all individual vets will also be retained.

Ministry of Forests Landscape Unit (Old Growth Management Areas) planning update.
Our CFA falls within the Ministry’s Haslam Landscape Unit (LU) planning area which also includes the
operations from Tla’amin Nation’s CFA (and Treaty Settlement Lands), Westlake Woodlands 2 Woodlot
Licences, Western Forest Products TFL-39 as well as a BC Timber Sales TSA. The Haslam LU overall has a
shortage of untouched old growth ecosystems so in order to meet provincial targets for old growth for
each Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) unit the planning process needed to identify some
recruitment OGMAs. We are fortunate that in our CFA area there are many options for high quality
recruitment OGMAs across our BEC profile. The LU planning area also encompasses the Duck Lake
Protected Area and Inland and Confederation Lakes Provincial Park which also contribute to meeting old

growth targets for the Haslam LU. The Duck Lake Protected Area which was created specifically for its
high biodiversity values is directly adjacent to our CFA area.
The Ministry’s Haslam LU planning work has been ongoing for a number of years, but there is not a
schedule for finalizing what is essentially a completed plan. PRCF has provided our input to the Ministry
and we are comfortable with their latest draft versions of OGMA locations for the CFA portion of the
Haslam LU. PRCF has decided to move forward to formalize those OGMAs in the CFA on our own so we
can show on paper our commitment to protect these OGMAs. The Ministry appears to be receptive to
this approach for small area based tenures such as CFAs as they intend to concentrate on developing a
new planning process for the Sunshine Coast Timber Supply Area.

Where we have options, we believe it is desirable
to consider accessibility when identifying OGMA’s
for the future. We are fortunate to have an
abundance of low elevation, high site index early
mature second-growth stands, impressive in their
size and height and easily accessible to the public
from the many recreation trails and old
road/railway grades found throughout the CFA.
PRCF will be working with Powell River Parks and Wilderness Society (PRPAWS) to explore opportunities
in the CFA area to re-route some portions of the Sunshine Coast Trail into old growth forest which would
then be protected for the future under OGMA.
OGMA locations in the Powell River CFA are shown on our Operational Information Maps which are
available for view on our website.
Our operational plan shows the most current draft OGMA locations in the CFA. In terms of those most
critical OGMAs containing old growth, we will put in the field time to verify that the mapped boundaries
capture the highest value old forest ecosystems on the ground.

PRCF has a strong relationship with Tla’amin Nation
Our CFA falls almost entirely within the traditional territory of Tla’amin Nation. PRCF has ongoing
consultation with them over our forest development plans and we will respect their position as it relates
to management of old growth forest ecosystems in their territory. Tla’amin’s own CFA is directly
adjacent to the Powell River CFA area and we have worked together on a number of joint forest
management strategies and PRCF will be discussing our approach to our portion of the Haslam LU
planning with them.
PRCF has held off commenting on a number of the other recommendations in the old growth report,
noting the province still has to undertake consultation with first nations and to move forward on a
number of others, it will require significant long term investment by the Province. We feel confident in
the quality and sustainability of our own forest practices and it is our belief we can adapt to any new
approaches which may emerge as a result of the report. PRCF is a very small player in the industry and
being able to say we aren’t logging any old growth is in part a reflection of the timber inventory in our
CFA tenure. We recognize that most other larger scale forest company’s on the coast (including the
Ministry’s BC Timber Sales program and forest companies owned by First Nations) do have considerable
old growth timber in their forest inventory.
Photo #1, Washout Creek old growth patch protected in RRZ - photo; anjismithfotos
Photo #2, scattered Cedar and Fir vets throughout the CFA - photo; anjismithfotos
Photo #3, subalpine old forest ecosystem along upper boundary of CFA
Photo #4, Coyote Ridge old growth protected in OGMA, walk through with PRPAWS
Photo #5, Aloha trail routed through mature forests in Blackwater Creek RMA - photo; anjismithfotos
Photo #6, mid slope old growth patches above Haslam Lake protected in OGMAs
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